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Opportunity Areas (OAs) 

Background – our view from within Camden   

The Camden Civic Society has been proud of the tradition of planning regulation in England, but 

fears that the National Planning Policy Framework of 2012 has thrown away decades of experience 

of regulation, along with associated case law. Planning policy now extends beyond ‘control’ to 

actively encouraging development in many areas.  

One of our worries are the decisions made in Camden where the new laissez-faire ethos is applied 

wrongly to situations where legislation and local policies should still fact be protecting many 

categories of building and contexts: the Brill Place Tower and the King’s Cross Coal Drops are two of 

these.    

Our conclusion is that Opportunity Areas are the wrong policy for areas of Inner London which in 

reality are closely packed and low rise, with centuries of urban development already behind them, 

and often still principally residential. Euston is one of these areas.  

Policy SD1 on OAs does not in itself favour office development over housing, but if taken together 

with Policies SD4, on the CAZ and SD5 on Offices, it becomes clear that where OAs are within the 

CAZ, ‘offices and other CAZ strategic functions are to be given greater weight relative new residential 

development’. 

Moves to allow Boroughs to keep a greater proportion of business rates may help to slow the plague 

of private luxury housing, but instead of helping social and low cost housing this will in our view give 

further advantage to office and other commercial applications 

The draft London Plan has many policies of which we approve. Nevertheless, Opportunity Areas fall 

into the category envisaged by the NPPF where development is encouraged. In our view the 

outcomes of such policies, including London’s OAs, are dangerously uncertain.   

OAs in Camden, in why an OA is the wrong policy for Euston     

The current draft London Plan retains the three Camden OAs of the previous London Plan: King’s 

Cross St Pancras, Euston and Tottenham Court Road. The area of the Euston OA has been 

considerably expanded to the west and north. However, much of the extra territory to the north lies 

over currently-used railway tracks, and development here is very doubtful for technical reasons.  

Before this expansion to the Euston OA, all three lay entirely within the Central Activity Zone.  

As elsewhere in London, there is a clear connection between the existence or promise of major 

railway infrastructure:  two are of course based on railway termini and the third is on the site of a 

Crossrail station.  

We want to look particularly at Euston.  In the KXSP OA development is largely completed. The 

Tottenham Court Road OA is comparatively small and is hemmed in by Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas, which must continue to be respected.  

As we write below, we now think it very unlikely that HS2 will come to Euston. Nevertheless, even if 

HS2 were a certainty, there are fundamental reasons why an OA is the wrong policy for Euston.  

These are: 



• There are no railway lands at Euston, a point we have tried repeatedly to get across, in 

particular in relation to the HS2 proposal. Euston station and the London to Birmingham 

Railway up as far as Parkway was first developed in the 1830s amid new and relatively good 

quality terrace housing and gracefully fitted in between this. The areas to the east, west and 

north of Euston were already then residential and largely remain so. The Euston Goods Yard 

was always 1 km to the north, between the Regent’s Canal and Chalk Farm.  

  

• Two Strategic Views cross over the railway station itself: Parliament Hill to Westminster, and 

Primrose Hill and to St Paul’s. 

 

• It is incorrect to state, as at 2.1.66 in the Plan, that Euston has ‘good public transport links to 

the rest of the CAZ’ if buses are ignored. Underground connections are comparatively 

limited, especially compared to KXSP, and the mainline station is (and even with Crossrail 2 

would still be) in a minority of London termini with no national rail through routes, where 

some passengers can continue through London in the same direction of travel without 

changing (in contrast to KXSP and London Bridge with Thameslink and Crossrail at 

Paddington and Liverpool Street) . 

There is now no chance of an ‘integrated’ Euston station, with the new HS2 station and the existing 

Network Rail station redeveloped together.  

Nevertheless, as documented in the Landowners Preferred Option Masterplan (December 2017), a 

huge office development is still envisaged in connection with the HS2 Euston station.     

Correspondence gained through FoI appears to confirm that the primary purpose of this is to ‘cross 

fund the station works’ (e-mail of 11th January from x at LB Camden to x at GLA).  

The Masterplan cover drawing shows very closely spaced tall and deep buildings around the 

perimeter of the station, especially on the western side. The Camden Civic Society is sickened to see 

two of these large buildings stuck onto Euston Gardens itself, the western of these sited here no 

doubt to avoid the limitations of the Strategic Views.  

The chapter in the Masterplan on Further Opportunities has been redacted in its entirety, and we 

shudder to think of the proposed attacks it might contain on the existing long established mainly low 

rise communities to Euston’s East, West and North.   

Even if there was a pressing demand for all this additional office space, how would the very many 

workers it is due to contain (see below, Appendix) be able to safely travel in and out of the area 

when the local transport and commuter rail services are already heavily overburdened? HS2 would 

bring literally hundreds of thousands of further passenger. If Phase 2 of HS2 is ever built, many of 

these would be shifted from King’s Cross and St Pancras stations.  

It now looks to us very unlikely that HS2 will be built, or that if it is, it will come right into Euston. 

There are two principal reasons for this belief:  

Cost. We follow the calculations of Michael Byng and believe that the actual costs, when they are 

finally calculated (the current delay is in our view inexcusable), will be found to be twice the amount 

forecast and well beyond what the present Government and the Labour party are prepared to pay.  

The final section of the line, between Old Oak Common and Euston, would be especially expensive 

to construct.  



Technical problems in the Camden Cutting. Even at this very late stage there is no approved or 

published design for the Euston Approaches. Our conclusion is that there is not room within the 

Act’s Limits of Deviation to construct what is effectively a new high speed railway line through the 

Camden Cutting without unacceptable structural risks to existing railway structures and nearby 

houses, the majority of them listed. HS2 trains could arrive in Euston if they shared the space with 

existing tracks, though the changes to design this would require new permissions and further years 

of planning.   

If HS2 is not built, we think it very unlikely that Crossrail 2 will be built, at least not in the foreseeable 

future.  

Our conclusions 

Euston is the wrong place for an OA given the limitations that exists, even if HS2 were coming. At the 

least, the OA should remain within its 2011 limits. 

The urgent need is for low cost and social housing, and an OA partly within the CAZ is not a vehicle 

for the delivery of this.  

If HS2 in cancelled, or postponed leading most probably to eventual cancellation, the GLA and 

Camden need to produce a new and quite different Euston Area Plan. We objected to the EAP, 

principally on the grounds that it takes HS2 as a given. This was always short-sighted.  

While the new EAP is being prepared, the 2009 Euston Station Planning Framework should be 

reverted to. This envisages the redevelopment of the station within its existing footprint, something 

we have no objection to in principle.  

The phrase at 2.1.66  - ‘Scope exists to reconfigure Euston Square Gardens’ – urgently requires 

removing.  

Appendix 

Quantum and quality of development within Camden Opportunity Areas 

The draft London Plan alters the quantum and nature of development within both KXSP and Euston 

OAs. In both cases, it looks to increase the number of new jobs created. This is likely to mean an 

increase in building height and density, as well as a move from residential to commercial. 

This would have a negative impact on existing homes and business, with occupiers experiencing a 

greater loss of amenity.   

Some of the areas within and immediately around the OAs experience high levels of deprivation. 

Creating more jobs and fewer homes – and particularly fewer social homes – within the OAs will 

increase rather than alleviate pressure on existing housing stock. 

We also need sustainable communities where people live within easy reach of their work.  

Similarly, if we are to tackle the appalling levels of homelessness and overcrowding in this part of 

London, we have to build new social homes where they are wanted.  

Euston OA 

At 2.1.11, Table 2.1, Opportunity Area Indicative guidelines for new homes and jobs. For Euston this 

gives indicative homes as 2,800–3,800 and indicative jobs as 16,500. 



The EAP gives indicative homes as 2,800–3,800, matching the figure in the draft London Plan, and 

indicative jobs as 7,700–14,100.  

The quantum range for homes and jobs within the EAP reflects the then uncertainty about the 

station design (EAP, 2015, page ix, Development Strategy). 

Given we are looking at a bolt-on HS2 station rather than an integrated station redevelopment, the 

only way to meet EAP guidance on density, building heights, amenity, etc. is by adopting its lower 

limits for jobs and homes. . 

It is significant that the EAP allows for a reduction of 1,000 homes (from 3,800 to 2,800) and 6,400 

jobs (from 14,100 to 7,700) if the integrated station design is not chosen. Homes rather than jobs at 

Euston should take precedence. 

Looking at the London Employment Sites Database, the figure for the Euston Opportunity Area is 

8,100.  The SHLAA (Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) looks on a graph to be around 

3,800 new homes. There seems to be no basis for the draft London Plan figure of 16,500 jobs at 

Euston. 

The February 2018 announcement of Lendlease as Master Development Partner was said to unlock 

up to 1,700 new homes and 19,000 jobs around the wider station site at Euston. 

[https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hs2s-gateway-to-london-set-for-transformation-as-

lendlease-wins-euston-development-role] 

Camden Civic Society is gravely concerned about temporary and permanent loss of designated and 

undesignated public and private open space (Euston Square Gardens, Euston Piaza, St James’s 

Gardens, Maria Fidelis playground, the BHS garden and Hampstead Road Open Space).   

The quantum of development in the draft London Plan also means that the EAPs guidance on 

building heights, based on the surrounding built context, will not be followed, leading to 

overshadowing, dominance and loss of privacy. [EAP, 2015, page 50, Fig.3.4]  

Finally, that the future and setting of listed and locally listed heritage assets will be threatened. 

King’s Cross OA 

At the KXSP OA there has been a worrying shift in the draft London Plan from new homes to new 

jobs, with similar questions raised about proposed future densities in this area. 

At 2.1.11 in the Draft London Plan Showing Minor Suggested Changes, Table 2.1, indicative homes 

are given as 1,000 and indicative jobs as 48,000. 

When compared to the current London Plan, Annex 1, the number of indicative homes has almost 

halved (1,900 to 1,000) and the number of indicative jobs has almost doubled (25,000 to 48,000). 

Again, the evidence base does not appear to support such a switch. The SHLAA looks to suggest an 

additional 1,250 new homes within the King’s Cross OA. The London Employment Sites Database for 

2016 recommends a massive increase in jobs to 42,600, but even that is well below the draft London 

Plan ambition of 48,000. 

Delivering more jobs and fewer homes at King’s Cross will put increasing pressure on existing 

housing stock and limit the Local Authority’s ability to ease local overcrowding and homelessness.  

Camden Civic Society, 7/12/18, camdencivicsociety@gmail.com, 07710 269105.  

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/lesd_final_report_may-2016.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2017_london_strategic_housing_land_availability_assessment_0.pdf
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